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A VERSION OP ORIGEN2 WITH MTOMWED
SENSITIVTIY-CALajLATION GAPKBILITS:

B. A. Worley, R. Q. Wright and F. G. Pin

Introduction

ORIGEN21 is a widely used point-depletion and radioactive-decay compu-
ter code for use in simulating nuclear fuel cycles and/or spent fuel
characteristics. The code calculates the amount of each nuclide being con-
sidered in the problem at a specified number of times, and upon request/ a
database of conversion factors relating mass compositions to specific
material characteristics is used to calculate and print the total nuclide-
dependent radioactivity, thermal power, and toxicity, as well as absorp-
tion, fission, neutron emission, and photon emission rates. The purpose of
this paper is to report on the availability of a version of ORIGEN2 that
will calculate, on option, the derivative of all responses with respect to
any variable used in the code.

Background

Hie Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation (ONWI) is responsible for the
characterization and performance assessment of candidate High-Level Waste
Salt Repository sites. Because of the large uncertainties generally asso-
ciated with the data characterizing geological media and waste behavior and
because of the predictive nature of the simulations supporting the
assessment, sensitivity and uncertainty analyses are necessary components
of the overall performance assessment. Analytical methods based on stan-
dard statistical techniques and direct numerical methods based on perturba-
tion techniques are available to perform sensitivity analysis. When
applied to large-scale sensitivity studies, however, these methods have
major drawbacks. Ihe statistical methods are generally unable to handle
all parameters constituting a model, and their specificity to a given model
or code requires considerable analytical development to analyze a reduced
problem. As a consequence, direcu numerical methods have traditionally
been used to generate sensitivity results in studies involving large compu-
ter codes. In these methods, sensitivities are estimated by observing the
changes in the results of interest resulting from perturbation of selected
parameters, often requiring a very large number of model runs. Sensitivity
analyses with these methods are, therefore, expensive and limited solely by
the size of the data base whose sensitivities are of interest. Another
major drawback of the conventional approach for large-scale studies is that
the selection of the limited set of parameters to be considered for sensi-
tivity analysis has to rely exclusively on expert opinion or engineering
judgement. Because ONWI uses ORIGEN2 in conjunction with many other compu-
ter models in the performance assessment of a repository, a rapid and
cost-efficient method to quantitatively analyze all parameters in ORIGEN2
in a systematic way was needed.



Development of CRIGEN2G

The straight-forward approach in adding the capability to calculate
first-order sensitivities of all responses to all data in ORIGEN2 would be
to manually add lines of coding that would determine all first derivatives
based on the rules of differentiation. This approach, while possible, is
unfeasible considering the 2-3 man-year effort necessary to understand and
reprogram 0RIGEN2, which has approximately 10,000 lines of coding and an
extensive database. Instead, an automated procedure using a Gradient-
Enhanced Software System (GRESS)2'3 was used. GRESS is a precompiler that
enhances a EDRTRAN code automatically by adding lines of coding that calcu-
late first derivatives of all responses to any variable used in the code
(including data and input parameters). The GRESS precompiler uses computer
calculus and the chain rule of differentiation to calculate numerical
values of the derivatives and sensitivities. The application of GRESS in
producing the derivative-taking version of 0RIGEN2, called ORIGEN2G,
required about two man-months effort.

0RIGEN2G Performance

For a sample problem of interest to ONWI, the derivative-taking capa-
bility of ORIL1N2G was verified by calculating the derivatives in a single
run of ORIGEN2G and comparing them to the derivatives inferred by numerous
reruns.4 The sample problem calculates the decay heat and radioactivity of
129 actinides and 879 fission products at 10 time steps ranging from time
of reprocessing to 1,000. years later. Using the calculated sensitivities
from ORIGEN2G, a study of the sensitivity of these responses (a total of
20,160) to various data of interest was performed.5

The excecution time to precompile using GRESS and to run QRIGEN2G is
approximately 30 times that of ORIGEN2. However, the precompiled version
of ORIGEN2G can now be used without change in future sensitivity studies to
calculate all sensitivities needed in analysis. This availability of
selected or complete sensitivity data as an option of the reference calcu-
lation is a valuable analysis:tool in that relationships between responses
and data can be easily recognized.

Conclusions

A new version of ORIGEN2, ORIGEN2G, is available that has the capabil-
ity to calculate derivatives of any user-specified real variable with
respect to another variable or input parameter. By using the GRESS precom-
piler, we were able to automate almost all of the effort of producing
CRIGEN2G and thus dramatically reduce the initial analytical effort that
would have been required in programming a code of comparable capability.
"Hie ability to calculate all partial derivatives on demand in ORIGEN2G
opens new avenues of study that would have been unfeasible using the con-
ventional sensitivity technique of performing numerous recalculations.
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